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My research goal is to enable the development of secure compilers, i.e., compilers that generate code that adheres to certain security properties.

Compilers are a crucial part of modern software development. They perform various tasks, including that of translating code written in some source, high-level language eventually down to target, low-level code. The language translation phase has primarily been studied in the literature with one goal in mind: preservation of source-level behaviour in the target code [15, 29, 37, 41]. However, more can be achieved by compilation, e.g., security.

Preservation of security-relevant properties through compilation aims at generating compiled code that can withstand target-level attacks. In fact, while source languages often have abstractions to rule out source-level attacks, the same may not hold for target languages [1, 33]. It is thus realistic to assume that attackers can interact with a program in the target language, e.g., by exploiting some system bug such as buffer overflows. Depending on the target language this can enable attacks such as improper stack manipulation, reading/writing private memory, breaking the intended control flow etc.

By definition, a compiler that preserves security is provably resistant to these kinds of attacks. The field of secure compilation aims at developing such secure compilers as well as criteria that lets one prove that the compiler in question is indeed secure.

Concerning the development of secure compilers, two main approaches exist, depending on the target language. If the target language is typed, as is the case in many intermediate languages used by compilers, one may rely on types to rule out attacks [8, 9, 13, 42]. If the target language is untyped, some secure compilers rely on security architectures that operate at the target language level to provide e.g., memory isolation, capabilities, secure tags, etc. [5, 25, 30, 31, 46, 51].

Concerning the criteria for proving a compiler secure, the de-facto standard is proving compiler full-abstraction [1]. This amounts to proving that a compiler preserves and reflects a form of observational equivalence, often contextual equivalence. Different techniques exist for proving compiler full abstraction, based on target-level traces, logical relations, bisimulations etc [9, 19, 25, 30, 31, 46].

Secure Compiler Development

My research was initially motivated by an interest in using the Protected Module Architecture (PMA) security architecture as a target for secure compilation. PMA provides isolation primitives for machine code, effectively creating encapsulated modules at the level of untyped assembly language [56]. The recent Intel SGX is an example of a PMA [10, 38].

We have developed a secure compilation scheme for an object-oriented language as well as for an ML-like language to untyped assembly extended with PMA and proved that it is fully-abstract [7, 35, 45, 46, 50]. Then I extended the object-oriented compiler to handle separate compilation and multiple target modules [51] and we have studied how to devise secure abstract machines.
for PMA [36]. In order to reason about target code, I developed a trace-based formal model of PMA [48, 49] as well as a high-level model of an attacker for PMA [34].

PMA, in the Intel SGX implementation, is a security architecture that supports secure compilation and that is closest to mass adoption [10, 38]. To proceed further towards this goal, a challenging research direction is to investigate concurrency support in PMA and how that can be used by a secure compiler for concurrent source-level languages. Secure compilation of concurrent code has been studied both in the distributed setting [2, 3, 4, 14] and for typed assembly languages [12]. However, no concurrent untyped assembly language has been used by secure compilers, yet that is the most widespread kind of target language.

**Capability Machines** PMA is not the only interesting emerging security architecture. Recent developments in capability machines [28, 39, 60, 61, 62], indicate that they are a feasible target for secure compilation, generating code with a smaller overhead than PMA. Capability machines embody the capability paradigm of Dennis and Van Horn [17], though a vast literature on the subject exists. The idea revolves around the concept that *subjects perform operations on objects*, though expressed at the machine level: an instruction can operate on a memory area if it provides a capability (a permission) to do so. For example, a write to address $A$ succeeds only if the instruction specifies a register containing a capability that allows it to write a memory region comprising $A$.

While it seems that capability machines could indeed support secure compilation, no such results exist. We have started this line of research by formalising the most promising instance of capability machines: the CHERI architecture [22]. We can already see that capability machines provide better support for secure compilation than existing architectures on two fronts, and this is due to their fine-grained memory control. First, capability machines seem suitable for compiling programs that are verified in separation logic in a more efficient way than existing approaches [6]. Second, we believe capability machines support secure compilation of program-specific fine-grained security policies such as the object capability paradigm\(^1\) and of dynamic security policies. Finally, this research aims to understand the limitations of current capability machines so to propose improvements that are better suited for efficient secure compilation.

**Implementation, Optimisation and Benchmarking** A number of research trajectories can be explored independently of what security architecture is adopted to support secure compilation. One of these is implementing and benchmarking the compiler. Once implemented, compilers need to be (i) fast and (ii) secure. Concerning (i), compilers often achieve performance through optimisation. Investigating the interaction between code optimisation and security has been recently proposed [21] in a call-to-arms paper but has not been thoroughly carried out. We foresee that studying which optimisations violate which security properties will be a necessary and interesting research trajectory. Concerning (ii), while there exist a number of standard benchmarks to test code performance, no specific benchmarks for secure compilation exist. Specifically, we would like to have security benchmarks that provide a crucial evaluation metric in terms of applicability of secure compilation results by mainstream developers. Secure compilers are studied as formal models, which must abstract from implementation detail and risk missing out on details of the actual implementation. The goal of such security benchmarks would be to provide a suite of tests to highlight weaknesses that

\(^1\)Caja is a JavaScript-based version of object capabilities and Joe-e brings object capabilities to Java. Available respectively here: https://developers.google.com/caja/ and here https://code.google.com/archive/p/joe-e/.
the model abstracted away in order to withstand implementation-specific vulnerabilities. Research in this direction will set a new standard for future secure compiler developers to uphold.

**Garbage Collection** To develop secure compilers for real-world languages, they have to be integrated with language runtime mechanisms that programmers rely upon. One such mechanism is Garbage Collection (GC). GC is a reality in many mainstream programming languages, though no existing work considers how a secure compiler interacts with a GC. By integrating secure compilation and GC we aim to show that GC can be used in concert with a secure compiler without changing the latter. To achieve this, we have to (i) pick a secure compilation scheme, (ii) choose a viable garbage collection algorithm and (iii) select a proof technique to present the results. Finally, the secure GC must be implemented to test its computational overhead. Concerning (i), object-oriented languages use GC extensively, so we can start from our secure compiler for such a language to PMA [51]. This would also make PMA more interesting from an industrial perspective. Concerning (ii), distributed GC faces challenges similar to those faced by the secure garbage collector we want to study, namely it is unknown when some object can be safely deallocated [45]. To the best of our knowledge, distributed GCs have not been integrated with secure compilers. Concerning (iii), the behaviour of the GC must be captured in a different semantics of the source-level language and compiler security can be expressed as full abstraction wrt these semantics.

**Secure Compilation of Advanced Type Systems** We envision additional research directions regarding secure compilation of advanced source language features that no existing work has investigated. We discuss only two but anticipate that several such features can be of interest for secure compilation, e.g., enforcing specific properties such as Rust-like ownership.

Many programming languages provide a form of polymorphism (e.g., generics Java), which lets programmers both abstract from the details of specific types and achieve information hiding. A conjecture by Sumii and Pierce [53, 57] stated that (parametric) polymorphism can be securely compiled using encryption. We have recently disproved that conjecture, showing that encryption is not sufficient to securely compile polymorphic code [20]. Thus, an interesting research direction is to study how to strengthen the target language to support secure compilation of polymorphism.

Venturing forth in supporting complex source-level abstractions, secure compilation of dependently-typed languages seems necessary. Dependently-typed intermediate languages seem a necessity for compilers as intermediate languages often need to accommodate the widest array of source-level abstractions [59]. For a compiler using a dependently-typed language it is necessary to be able to compile those type abstractions securely. This further exploration of the lambda-cube (after standard and polymorphic programs) poses a challenging research question: which security mechanism will enable such a secure compiler to be devised?

**Integration of Secure Compilation in Software Systems** A more long-term research trajectory is integrating the acquired and developed secure compilation notions into existing software systems. Two such examples come to mind: web browsers and wireless sensor networks (WSNs). In web browsers, a great deal of research is devoted to providing more secure browser extensions [24, 58]. Integrating secure compilation to browser (or browser plugin) development seems necessary as a step towards safe internet programming. In WSN, the concern to address is making secure compilation resource efficient and specific to certain security properties. One such example is minimising the overhead introduced by the secure compiler to make it feasible for securely compiled code to be
deployed in small WSN sensors. Additionally, the secure compiler could be tailored only against specific attacks that are WSN pertinent, to limit the overhead of checking extensively for any possible attack (as is currently done in many secure compilers). These are but two examples of how secure compilation research can be merged with different research trajectories to produce interesting results; I expect more to follow with more research experience.

Secure Compilation and Verification A second long-term research trajectory is devising verification techniques for securely-compiled code. Verification of compiled code can: (i) reduce the trusted computing base (TCB) on which the security guarantees rest and (ii) reduce the overhead of securely-compiled code. Concerning (i), presently the compiler is part of the TCB; to remove it, we would like to devise verification techniques that the compiled code adheres to a source-level security specification. Concerning (ii), most of the interaction that occurs with compiled code does not come from a malicious attacker but just from some third-party code. Nevertheless, secure compilers assume anything but the compiled code is malicious and thus insert runtime checks that are always executed. By verifying that some external module complies with secure compilation specifications, these checks can be then skipped with no security breach and no overhead. Proof-carrying code techniques [40] can be used to equip a compiled component with some proof of compliance to a source-level specification. The (secure) linker will then be responsible for exchanging these proofs so that compiled code can attest the trustworthiness of code it links against. Then, compiled code can use this new information to determine whether or not to run the dynamic checks.

Correctness Criteria for Secure Compilation

Formal criteria for secure compilation and proving that a compiler is correct is another challenging research field that we have explored and plan to explore further. As stated, the most common formal definition for secure compilation is full abstraction [1, 27, 43, 44].

Proving full abstraction relies on the concept of back-translation, i.e., the expression of target-level behaviour – or some abstraction of it – in the source language. Currently full abstraction is mainly proven in two ways, either by relying on target-level trace semantics [5, 7, 30, 31, 46] or using logical relations [8, 9, 19, 42]. I studied both techniques in different settings. Traces are often used when the source and target languages are very different (e.g., object-oriented and assembly) to reason about target-level behaviour by abstractions that are expressible in the source-level (e.g., call-returns) [7, 31, 46, 51]. Concerning logical relations, we demonstrated that logical relations between typed and untyped lambda calculi provide a scalable proof technique for full abstraction [19] that can be fully mechanised in Coq [18]. Other techniques for back-translation exist [9, 13, 42]; they are applicable in settings where the target language has constructs that do not seem expressible in the source (e.g., control-flow manipulation constructs such as exceptions).

Improving Compiler Full Abstraction Improving proof techniques for compiler full abstraction is needed on various fronts. First, traces have been used in various settings but a more general approach, more amenable to mechanisation, is necessary, since traces provide a simple bridge between different languages. Second, the logical relation-based technique can be made to interoperate to study full abstraction of source languages into target ones whose types are more expressive than the source and that also have richer primitives. Third, in order to eliminate the lack of mechanisation in these results, new formal tools can be developed. Recently, the Iris [32] framework has
been proposed for reasoning about languages (in a concurrent setting) using logical relations, and it automatically deals with a number of tedious proof constructions. However, it is still unknown if any additional machinery is needed for Iris to support reasoning about back-translation, so an extension of Iris might be necessary.

**New Criteria for Secure Compilation**  Unfortunately, full abstraction also has a number of shortcomings for secure compilation and it is desirable to devise new soundness criteria for secure compilation [31, 51, 54]. I investigated one such criterion in the form of trace-preserving compilation (TPC) which provides a uniform criterion for compiler security with a clear identification of the security properties it preserves [52]. Specifically, we proved that TPC preserves hypersafety properties (which include safety properties and non-interference [16]) under an intuitive cross-language translation of the meaning of hypersafety. However, more study on the subject is needed. For example, a fully abstract compiler is inefficient, as it must perform checks that are only needed for contextual equivalence-preservation and have no security relevance. We plan to investigate compilers that only aim at preserving specific security properties (e.g., robust safety [11, 23, 26]), and study how this affects compiler efficiency. Another example of the limitations of full abstraction is in side channels, since they are, by definition, means for an attacker to observe program behaviour outside of what the language expresses. For example, by timing the execution of some code, the input to some cryptographic operations can be deduced, thus leaking secret inputs [55]. We believe that novel definitions of compiler security should account for some channels such as timing. This can then be used to harden compiled code from a spectrum of attacks, both expressible and not expressible directly in the target language.

**The Secure Compilation Research Field**

Finally, the secure compilation field is relatively young and it is attracting more and more interest from the rest of the community. For it to grow, together with other researchers involved in this area we have organised (and plan to keep organising) a number of events to ensure more researchers contribute to secure compilation. We started with only informal meetings among few research groups that have evolved into a workshop: the Secure Compilation Meeting (SCM) co-located with POPL in 2017. We plan to hold this workshop regularly at top venues to capture the attention of more experienced researchers and as a medium to keep the community up-to-date with the latest developments.

To introduce newcomers to the field of secure compilation, I compiled a survey on the subject that presents what work has been done and what techniques have been employed [47]. To attract PhD students and instruct them in all the techniques which are relevant for this field, a Dagstuhl seminar is being organised for 2018. However, we envision that more of these initiatives are necessary. Advanced courses in compiler security must be held at local universities and summer schools can help young researchers to meet, discuss and foster growth. I plan to participate in these initiatives in the future.
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